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ABSTRACT 

CONDITION EFFECTS 
SNOW PACKS 

A linear elastic fin i t e element computer program wa s appl i ed to 
determine the stress di stri butions i n multilayered snowpacks typical of 
those found at Berthoud Pass, Co l orado . The effect on stress distribu 
tion of wi de var iations in elastic materia l propert ies was examined. 
Al so, an attempt was made to model the shear failure of a weak sub1ayer 
in t he snowpac k by re 1 ax i ng the cond it i on tha t the bottom snow 1 ayer be 
firmly attached to the ground. 

Intl'0I1uction 

This paper discusses the progress made in a joint research effor t bet\~een the Rocky Mountain 
Forest and Range Experiment Station and Colorado State University to develop a mathematical model 
fo r the prediction of stresses and displacements in an avalanche s llmvpack . In this ~"ork , the 
finite element method is being used to provide a flexible stress analysis tool whi ch can easily 
accommodate the geometric complexities of a realistic soot"pack. At present the finite element 
model only accounts for elastic effects and therefore ignores the realistic effects of creep and 
plasticity. In s pite of this limitation a conside rable amount of insight to the stress distribu
tion may be gained by such analysis, and to this end the fo llot ... ing Hork is presented . 

A set of numerical experiments Here conducted on the finite element model . The purpose of 
these experiments Has to predict the variations in stress distribution Hhich result from varying 
both the material properties of the snOH and the boundary condi tions along the bottom of the s now
pack . This \Y'ork is an extension of previous work by Smith (1972) i n 'Y'hich the type of boundary 
condition along the bottom of the sno''''pack ,"as very restrictive and in ,,,hich the st udy of material 
property effects Nas i ncomplete. 

In earlier st udies the bot tom layer of the snot"pack Has assumed to be firmly attached to the 
ground. To simulate a ~07eak sublayer the modulus of elasticity of the bottom layer 'Y'as taken to be 
an order of magnitude smaller than for the rest of the snoHpack. An attempt has been made in the 
present Hark to refine the modeling of the weak sub layer condition by application of shear and 
normal stress perturbations to the bottom layer, an idea investigated by Perla and LaChapelle 
(1970). This is an attempt to model a condit ion in , ... hich a s hear failure has occurred a l ong the 
bottom of the snotY'pack. 

There has been conside rable interest in the 
particularly in the region of the fracture line. 
the influence of varying material properties and 
directions. 

Pl'oblem Statement and Analysis Technique 

orientation of the principal axes of stress , 
This paper also presents information regarding 

boundary condit i ons on the principal stress 

The analytical model tY'as applied to a multilayered snmY'pack (fig . 1) found on Berthoud Pass, 
Colorado, U. S.A. Layer densities are labeled and t he region of primary concern i s sho,m . This 
snowpack was measured and observed during the t07inter of 1965-66 by members of the Rocky ·Mountain 
Forest and Range Experiment Stati on . A natural avalan che did take place on this location \"ith the 
observed fracture line not e d in fi gure 1. 

The finite element computer program, util i zing triangular constant strain el ements, was 
applied Hith the following as sumptions: 

1. Plain st rain conditions exist in the snotvpack. 
2. The top surface is stress free. 
3. Each layer is isotropic. 
4. A constan t value of Young ' s modulus and Poisson ' s ratio exists throughout the snowpack . 
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Figure 1. Schematic of a 

realistic snowpack . 

A r ealistic snmvpack s uch as the one shown i n figure 1 is much longer than the figure 
indicates . In order to minimize possible errors due to truncating the s nmvpack , the approximate 
stress distribution due to Nellor (1968 , p . 43-44) Has app l ied to the left and right hand ends. 

For part of the studies , a shear fa i lure i n a weak subla yer \vas a ssumed to exist over the 
area shmvn in figure 1, a nd tvas s imulated by the fol10\ving procedure. In the finite e lement 
method, as applied here, the snotvpack is divided in to triangular s ubregions \.1ith nodes at the 
vertices of each triangle . Once the numerical solution to a particular problem is complete, the 
stress and strain t hroughout each element as \.,el1 as the net force and displacement at each node 
is kno\vn . To model the s hear failure a computer run \Vas first made in \vhich the nodes along the 
bottom of the sno\.,pack \Vere assumed to be rigidly attached to the slope . This is call ed the 
"baseline" condition. The forces acting on the bottom nodes ,.,ere then isolated for special study . 
The tangential components of these forces \Vere redu ced, and a neH computer run ,.,as made to simula te 
a s hear pe r t urbation t.,hich might occur a l ong the bottom of a snowpack due to the presence of a 
s hear fail ure in a tveak sublayer. For the pr esent analysis . the forces \Vere reduced in the follot.,
ing ,.,ay (fig. 1) : node point 1 had 100 percent of the baseline force applied to it; node point 2 
had 90 percent, node point 3 had 80 percent, ,.,hile node point 4 and the remaining bottom nodes had 
70 percent of t he "baseline " force applied. 

This patte rn of reduced for ces is only one of many possible combination s \Vhich might be tried. 
The attempt here has been to determine ",hether this approach to modeling the \Veak sub layer has any 
validity at all in terms of the type of stress distribution produced compared to tha t expected 
based on field experience . 

Results 

Computer r uns were made to predict the stress distribution \Vi thin the s nowpack for several 
combinations of values of the material properties (Young ' s modu l us , E , and Poisson's ratio , V) . 
Analyses 'vere performed for the "baseline" boundary conditions and for condi tions fo r a s hear 
fail ure in a ,.,eak sublayer . The fo110\Ving tabulation summarizes the c ases which \Vere run: 
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Basel i ne 

Yo ung ' s 
Hodulus Poisson ' s Rat i o 
N_m-2 0. 0 0 . 25 0.45 

2 X 10 7 X X X 

2 X lOB X 

2 X 10 9 X 

Shear Failure 
i n a ~<leak Sub l ayer 

Poisson' s Ratio 

0 . 0 0 . 25 0.45 

X X X 

Effects of Material Properties.-- Varying Young ' s modulus, E, had no effect on the stress 
distributi on as long as the value of E Has held constant throughout the snmY'pack . The reason for 
this is t hat the finite element method computes displacements as a function of the inverse of 
Young's modulus. Then stresses are computed as a f unction of E multiplied by the estima t ed dis
placement s so that the effect of Young ' s mod ulus disappears . 

The effect of Poisson ' s ratio on stresses in the snm"pack is shmoffi in figures 2 t hrough 4 . 
In these figures, the top graph presents the variation of the principal and maximum shear 
stresses 'vith position along the top layer . The center diagram shmY's line segments \Y'hich are 
alined ,v1th t he direction of maximum principal str ess . The 10Her graph presents the var iation 
of t he principal and maximum shear stresses Hi t h position along the bottom layer . 

Two trends should be noted in these figu r es . First, values of principal stresses in the 
bottom l ayer become more compressive "'ith increasing Poisson ' s ratio . The second t rend to note 
is that there is a reorientation of the principal el ements in the critical region of the snoHpack . 
An examina t ion of the princi pal element directions in the IOHer layer of snm" sho,,,s t hat as 
Poisson ' s ratio increases , the principal directions rotate in a clockHise manner. The rotation 
is so gr eat that for a Poisson ' s ratio of 0.45 , the principal el emen ts all lie at an angle of 
near l y 45 0 ,,,ith respect to the slope of the layer hel m" the observed fracture line . Remembering 
that t he plane of maximum shear is oriented at an angle of 45° to t he direction of maximum 
principal stress , it may he concluded that if a failure were to occur in the bottom l ayer of s noH, 
it could occur as a shear failure. This result is interesting in l ight of a snoHpack failure 
theory in Hhich it is presumed that avalanche release initiates as a shear failure in a ImY'er 
layer bel oH the fracture l ine producing a tens i le fail ure at the fracture line . 

To carr y this point further, one should compare the stress distribution resulting from the 
" basel ine " runs 'Y'ith experimental ly derived fai l ure envelopes . Let us examine the maximum shear 
va l ues fo und in Im"er layers belm" t he observed fracture line for the V :: 0.45 case . 

Figure 8 shaHS that maximum shear str ess value for layers I and 2 do lie Hi thin t he shear 
failure envelope as constructed by Mellor (1966) , Hhile ~hear values for t he other l ayers do not. 
Thus it is conceivable that shear failure could take place in either of these two layers . Field 
observations after the aval anche had released revealed that a shear failure did take pl ace betHeen 
layers 1 and 2. 

One important difference betHeen the shear stresses in these tHO l ayers is that the direc
tions of maximum shear are different. }faximum shear in the bottom layer 1s oriented parallel to 
the hill' s slope below the f racture line . This is not the case for layer 2. Therefor e , one wo uld 
expec t that if a shear fai l ure ,,,as to occur in the bottom layer, it ,,,auld be in a direction par
allel to the ground surface, Hhi l e in l ayer 2 it ,,,auld not. 

It is also interesting to note that for all values of Poisson ' s ratio for "basel ine" sums , 
the maximum principal stresses in the top layer tend to be tensile near the fracture l ine , bu t 
are not o r iented par alle l t o t he top surface . I t might be reasonable to expect that t he principal 
direction should be parallel to the top surface in order to pro duce a fracture pl ane upon failure 
'"hich is perpendicular to the snot"pack. 
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Figure 5 presents the "baseline !! run for Poisson ' s ratio 
to illustrate the variation of s tress through the snmo/pack in 
snoto/ surface. A stepHise linear variation in the stresses is 
that the stresses are heavily controlled by the sno", density . 
different , the slope of the stress variation i n that layer is 

of 0 . 25 plotted in a different ''IIay 
a direction perpendicul ar to the 
noted. This is due to the fact 

Since the density of each layer is 
expected to be different. 

Effects of a Shear Failure in a ~-leak Sublayer .--Figures 6 and 7 graphically display t he 
resul t s of reducing tangential loads at the base of the snowpack to model the s hear failure. There 
are tt'110 primary effects to be noted. The first and most obvious effect produced by the ''IIeakening 
of the sub l ayer is to create a stress concentration just below the observed fracture l ine . Com
parison of figures 3 and 6 for a typical va l ue of Poisson's ratio clearly demonstrates how the 
stresses change in the snotvpack as a result of weakening the bottom l ayer . Al ong the top l ayer, 
the state of stress changes from one of near zero stress to one i n which the maximum principal 
stress is fairly large and tensile. One also f inds that the principal element in the reduced load 
case is directed parallel to the top surface. Both observations tend to support the theory of 
avalanche release t hat points to a shear fail ure in the snowpack fol l otoled by a tensile f ailure near 
the surface as the release mechanism. 

Changing Poisson ' s rat i o affected t he reduced load stress distribution i n near ly the same Hay 
that it did for baseline runs. \-lithOllt referring to additional figures, the analysis shotoled that 
increasing Poisson' s ratio had little effect on principal stress magnitudes for t he shear fai l ure 
cal culations, but that there was a reorientation of the principal elements. Increasing Poisson ' s 
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ratio caused a small clo ckwise rotation of the principal el ements in the bottom layer, but had no 
effect on principal stress directions in the top layer . It should be made c lear, however , t hat 
the s tate of str ess in t he ' lO\ve r l ayer Has no longer one of maximum shear o riente d parallel t o the 
slope , since the s hear failure simulation resulted in a redis tribut ion of stresses . 

Summary and Conclusions 

Conclus i ons that can be drawn '>lith r espect to the effec t of varying ma terial prope rties are : 

1. Varying a un iform Young ' s modulus does not influence the stress distribution in the s notV'pack. 
2. I ncreasing Poisson ' s ratio makes the principal s tress values more compressive, while for the 

mos t part rotating the principal elements in a clock~Yise di r ec tion . 
3. Layers of variable densi ty sno~~ influence the variat ion of st resses as a function of depth . 

Density Hill pl ay an even greater part Hhen Young ' s modulus and Poisson ' s ratio are made 
func tion s of this parameter. 

The above analysis \~a s not an attempt to verify any part icular ava l anche failure theory ; ho\~

ever, two conclusions can be dra\~ that t end to substantiate field observations of this and other 
avalanche snowpacks . First, the basel ine runs revealed that a s hear failure could have taken place 
in the bottom layer of snow below t he observed fracture line. Post-release investigations of the 
actual s nowpack revealed that such a failure did take place. Another important r es ult of the 
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analys is is that through shear failure simulation, large tensile stresses parallel to the snot" 
surface can be generated '<Iithin the top layer of s noH'. This condition might lead to tensile fail
ure in the cri tical r egion. Once again, field observation verified such an occurrence. 
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